EASTER SPECIAL PLAN

ARE WE GOING TO KEEP LIFE MOVING?
Today we bring you a program with a combination of Full Move and Ballet Fitness
sessions and Indoor and Outdoor options for isolated practice or in addition to sessions. If
you don't have access to both plans, we leave a suggestion of replacement.
Remember, with the online studio you can train HOW, WHEN and WHERE you want.
However, always with discipline, focus, dedication and love. We hope that this small
program contributed to the success of your journey.
Wear comfortable clothes, disconnect from the world, connect your body and mind. All
you need is a mattress (or towel/blanket with a soft surface that protects your back,
knees, etc.) and dumbbells (you can replace it with rice packs, water bottles or a clenched
fist for maximum muscle activation.
Remember that it is important to get to know yourself in order to overcome yourself,
however you are not competing, but working happily for your best version, IN&OUT. So,
be aware of your abilities and how far your body allows you to safely go. You can adjust
cadences and load, as well as introduce rest periods, according to your needs.
Respecting our body is paramount! He tells us everything!
And, never forget, water is an important 'homework', stay hydrated throughout the day!
We walked together. And, I'm here to support you. At any time, we can schedule a video
call to talk a little about your goals, your achievements and what might be challenging you.
A good Easter, full of balance and love,
VV

VAMOS A ISTO?
WEDNESDAY 13/04
PART I
INDOOR (15 minutes)
Exercise 1:
1 minute of isometric plank;

Exercise 2:
1 minute wide-open push-ups;
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Exercise 3:
1 minute squat 2/2;

Exercise 4:
1 minute jump squat;

1 minute rest
REPEAT 3 TIMES
Active break 5 minutes
Exercise 5:
1 minute of skipping (walking or trotting in the same place) + 10 seconds of slowing down or
stopping.

PART II
Exercise 6:
1 minute of jumping jacks;

Exercise 7:
1 minute of mountain climbers;

Exercise 8:
1 minute of superman;

REPEAT 5 TIMES
PART III
Full Move 24 (or, for those who only have Ballet Fitness available, do Ballet Fitness 24).
Duration: 48 minutes

THRUSDAY 14/04
PART I
OUTDOOR:
60 minutes of walking or jogging with intervals: composed of 5 minutes at base pace + 55
minutes between 1 minute at medium intensity + 30 seconds at high intensity.

PART II
SESSONS:
Ballet Fitness 27 + Ballet Fitness 28 (or, for those who only have Full Move available,
replace it with Full Move 27 + Full Move 28).
Duration: 47 minutes + 40 minutes

PART II (15 minutes minimum)
- 1 minute of plié squat in 1st position and en dehors + 30 seconds of right half pointe +
30 seconds of left half pointe - heels must remain together, leg/hip external rotation;
- 1 minute of plié squat in 2nd position and en dehors + 30 seconds of right half pointe +
30 seconds of left half pointe - heels apart, minimum shoulder width, leg/hip external
rotation;
- 1 minute of plié squat in 3rd position and en dehors + 30 seconds of right half pointe
twice + 30 seconds of left half pointe twice - heel to midfoot base, leg/hip external
rotation;
- 1 minute of plié squats in 4th position and en dehors + 30 seconds of right half pointe
twice + 30 seconds of left half pointe twice - heel forward parallel, external rotation
leg/hip).

REPEAT 4 TIMES
NOTE: If you have any doubts about the plié, en dehor, half pointe, etc., consult the
"Clínica do Movimento" and review the fundamentals of Ballet Fitness - direct link by
clicking here.
PART III
Full Move 23 (or, for those who only have Ballet Fitness available, do Ballet Fitness 23).
Duration: 47 minutes

FRIDAY 15/04
PART I
INDOOR: (15 minutes)
Exercise 1:
20 back lunges 2/2;

Exercise 2:
20 seconds of isometric plank;

Exercise 3:
20 squats;

Exercise 4:
20 seconds isometric squat;

5 minutes:
Walking or jogging in place - increasing pace.

SATURDAY 16/04
PARTE I
INDOOR: (15 minutes)
Up and down stairs (place entire plantar
surface on step) and, on each flight of
stairs, 20 mid stance squats - feet slightly
wider than hip-width apart.

OUTDOOR:
30 to 60 minutes of walking, jogging or
running at an increasing pace (5 minutes at
base pace, 55 minutes at increasing pace) let's have fun option! :) every 5 minutes 20
single squats + 30 seconds isometric squats.

+

PART II
SESSONS:
Ballet Fitness 11 + Full Move 13 (or Ballet Fitness 11 + Ballet Fitness 13 or Full Move 11 +
Full Move 13 - depending on the exclusive modality you have).
Duration: 43 minutes + 47 minutes

SUNDAY 17/04
We have arrived at Easter day, this is a time to spend with family and friends enjoying the
sun and of course on the move. The forecast is 20º in Porto, 24º in Lisbon and 23º in the
Algarve. Use your creativity and do what makes you happiest at medium intensity!
Sugestion: Walk, jog or jog at your favorite spot - every 5 minutes: 6 to 10 burpees or 1
minute isometric plank or 10 to 20 squats. Invite your family and friends to join you.
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IMPORTANT:
- Drink a lot of water - 2 liters minimum distributed throughout the day.
- Choose to walk in short distances, whenever it is possible to leave the car in the garage!
- Choose the stairs over the elevator.
- Exercise positivity - praise, choose positive thoughts and words, spread good energy!
- BE HAPPY!
Excellent Easter!
I'm here for you! We walk (always) together!
A kiss,
VV

